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If you can’t 
measure it, 

you can’t 
improve it 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelvin may have been the original “Captain Cold” (can we, perhaps ultimately blame him for the move Frozen?), but he did way more than double down on the thermometer.
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William Thompson — Problem Solver 

 The absolute temperature scale, now known as 'the Kelvin scale' 
 The second law of thermodynamics 
 Telegraph cables and the galvanometer 
 Mariner’s compass; astronomical clock; echo (depth) sounders 
 The tetrakaidecahedron. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
superconductors FTW!This proved that it is impossible to have a heat engine that is 100% efficient.made the galvanometer after first trans atlantic failure (one year after he took over Atlantic telephone company) so they cld more accurately measure current;  Two more failures (and 10 years later) his work set the standard. We’ll talk more about this later in the presentation.navigation precision! (Though this didn’t help the passengers & crew of the SS Minnow)highly efficient structure; 14-sided but a 3d structure with the least surface area
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s unlikely any of us here in this room, or even at this conference, will be able to match Kelvin feat-for-feat. However, we can  follow his lead and combine a curious nature with a desire to improve the way we “do cyber” and adopt data-driven methodologies to responsibly defend the systems, data—and even lives—that have been entrusted to us.
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Evolution of Cyber Security Approaches 

Antivirus 
 

Firewalls 
 

Intrusion Detection 
 

Big Data 
  

Data Driven Risk Management 
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Security     Risk Management 
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What do you want to know? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have to start with a question. All useful research does. And the only way to get at what you need to measure is to understand what you need to effectively and responsibly defend your organization.
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What do you think you know? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice I didn’t ask you  what you think you already know. If what you currently believe is not based on data, it’s an opinion. Nothing more. Opinions can be destructive, both in and out of security.
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Dr Wildman Whitehouse 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You know the gent on the left. The one on the right was his counterpart in the telegraph company.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
they were both working at the telegraph company.
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They were at opposite ends, both literally and figuratively. 
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

Low voltage. 
Rising edge. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelvin, located at the western end of the cable, believed that it was necessary to employ only a low voltage and to detect the rising edge of the current flowing out of the cable and, once this had been done, nothing would be gained by further monitoring (Morse code used a positive current for a 'dot' and a negative current for a 'dash'). Kelvin invented his mirror galvanometer precisely for this task of observing the current change quickly.
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

Low voltage. 
Rising edge. 

High voltage,  
ba-by! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the eastern end of the cable was Whitehouse. He was the company's chief electrician and a doctor of medicine – any electrical knowledge that he possessed was self-taught. Whitehouse believed that, in order to have the current at the receiving end change as rapidly as possible, the cable should be driven from a high-voltage source (several thousand volts from induction coils). The position was made worse because every time intelligible Morse code was seen on the mirror galvanometer at the eastern end, Whitehouse insisted that the galvanometer be disconnected and replaced with his own patented telegraph recorder, which was far less sensitive.
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

Measure. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
they had differing ideas on how to proceed
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

Measure. CRANK IT UP! 
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“Engineer” 
• Scientist 
• Researcher 
• Deep Knowledge of Electricity 

“Thought Leader” 
(Good) Surgeon • 

Marketer/Promoter • 
Tinkerer (Maker?)•  

:-/ :-( 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The effects of the poor handling and design of the cable, coupled with Whitehouse's repeated attempts to drive the cable with high voltages, resulted in the insulation of the cable being compromised. All the while, it was taking longer and longer to send messages. Towards the end, sending half a page of message text was taking as long as a day.In September, after several days of progressive deterioration of the insulation, the cable failed. The reaction to this news was tremendous. Some writers even hinted that the line was a mere hoax, and others pronounced it a stock exchange speculation. In the enquiry that followed, Dr Whitehouse was deemed responsible for the failure, but the company did not escape criticism for employing an electrical engineer with no recognized qualifications.i.e. They went ahead with the Chief Scientist’s plan and pretty much destroyed the efficacy cable.
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NAC! IPS! 

What Should We Do To Reduce Risk? 

Advanced 
Malware  

Protection! 
Threat 

Intelligence! 

MOAR 
FIREWALLS! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the historic connectivity between nations may not be at stake, you have probably witnessed or experienced similar “debates” .
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What do you want to know? 
 

Guiding Questions 
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“Are We Secure?!” 
 Board of Directors 
 Senior Leadership 
 General Council 
 Internal Stakeholders 
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“Are You Secure?!” 

 Customers 
 Patients 
 Partners 
 Investments / M&A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BoD’s have finally realized that security is “a thing”. Each member is worried about their own org and they also have to worry about the orgs they advise & oversee. As a result, company senior leadership is beginning to understand they can’t just sign checks payable to the antivirus company and call that a cybersecurity program. Company general councils are absolutely more concerned over cyberliability than they have ever been and you may even see some internal stakeholders stop assuming things are secure and begin asking hard questions.Similarly, you have external pressure coming from customers, patients (if you’re in health care), independent & governmental regulatory bodies  and - as you just heard from Stephen, current and potential business partners. Unfortunately…
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Measurement Approaches: 
 
 
  Inside Out 
 Outside In 



#RSAC Inside Out: 
Building A Data-Driven Security Risk 
Management Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, our jobs often come down to having an answer to one question. OK, it’s really two questions, but they’re really the same thing asked from a different perspective.
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 Understand who the threat actors are, and 
 What threat actions they are likely to perform. 
 Have a good handle on your control strength, and 
 Know what controls are protecting critical assets. 
 Have some idea of the impact of an incident or breach, 
 as well as incidents you’ve already had. 

So you want to measure risk… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GOOD NEWS is that you don’t need to reinvent the wheel for any of this. Let’s walk through the methodologies you need to follow and the data sources you need to start working with to bring this all together.
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Threat actors. 
Threat actions. 

24 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll counter said random acts of architecture  with Kelvin’s favorite word.
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Threat Actors/Actions — TARA + VERIS 
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http://www.intel.com/Assets/en_US/PDF/whitepaper/wp_IT_Security_RiskAssessment.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intel uses a great framework - TARA - Threat Agent Risk Assessment - for cataloging threats and threat actors.
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Threat Actors/Actions — TARA 
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http://www.intel.com/Assets/en_US/PDF/whitepaper/wp_IT_Security_RiskAssessment.pdf 

 Qualitative at a high level 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For quick/broad communications, this can be reduced to a rudimentary heatmap to keep everyone on the same page.
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Threat Actors/Actions – Intelligence 

 OSINT 
 “*bins”, GitHub, StackOverflow, etc.  

http://holisticinfosec.blogspot.com/search?q=osint  
 Google alerts, etc. 

 
 *-ISACs info sharing 

 
 Federal bulletins 

 
 Services (e.g. RecordedFuture) 

27 

http://holisticinfosec.blogspot.com/search?q=osint
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Threat Actors/Actions — TARA 
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http://www.intel.com/Assets/en_US/PDF/whitepaper/wp_IT_Security_RiskAssessment.pdf 

 Qualitative at a high level 
 
 Quantitative in discrete contexts  

(e.g. risk assessments) 
 
So, how you get #’s? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This qualitative view is good for executive comms, but you’ll need real data from real incidents, breaches and intelligence to discrete assessment (i.e. to have #’s for how often, how capable etc).Your own or industry peer incidents & breaches�(info sharing! breach reports!)Quant informs Qual
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Threat Actors/Actions – Events 

 Your own incidents (phishing, virus hits, near misses) - simple 
counting! Don't hide! 

 Your own breaches (disclosed or otherwise) - simple counting! 
 Security industry sources (I’m kinda partial to the DBIR) - simple 

counting 
 Vertical industry peers (back to the ISACs again) - simple counting! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
yes, i’m pretty much just asking you to perform additionneed to measure volume, velocity and veracity
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Critical assets. 
Control (Resistance) Strength. 

30 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
these are next and they are together since they are inseparable. Your assets exist on _something_ and they do not exist in isolation.
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Critical Assets & Control Strength 
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http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wing/publications/SheynerWing04.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
this is the classic attack graph example from CMU. Your data may be behind layers, but vulnerabilities in apps, frameworks, operating systems, networks and security components can all contribute to 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wing/publications/SheynerWing04.pdf
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wing/publications/SheynerWing04.pdf
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Critical Assets & Control Strength 
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http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wing/publications/SheynerWing04.pdf http://csis.gmu.edu/noel/pubs/2010_IJNGC.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the modeling can performed very discretely based on network configurations and output of vulnerability scans and network scans (tools like RedSeal can help paint good pictures and produce real output). You need this level of detail for discrete risk assessments.

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wing/publications/SheynerWing04.pdf
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1. Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Devices 
2. Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Software 
3. Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software 

on Mobile Devices, Laptops, Workstations, and Servers 
4. Continuous Vulnerability Assessment and Remediation 
5. Malware Defenses 
6. Application Software Security 
7. Wireless Access Control 
8. Data Recovery Capability 
9. Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps 
10. Secure Configurations for Network Devices 
11. Limitation and Control of Network Ports, Protocols, and Services 
12. Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges 
13. Boundary Defense 
14. Maintenance, Monitoring, and Analysis of Audit Logs 
15. Controlled Access Based on the Need to Know 
16. Account Monitoring and Control 
17. Data Protection 
18. Incident Response and Management 
19. Secure Network Engineering 
20. Penetration Tests and Red Team Exercises 

https://www.sans.org/media/critical-security-controls/CSC-5.pdf 

Critical Assets & Control Strength 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
but you still need a high level view to help folks understand. By rolling up the discrete data you’ve collected, and incorporating outputs from PCI assessments, SOX assessments (you know the drill) and especially things like the BitSight report for your organization (you do get those, right?) you can paint a really good picture with just enough detail. Speaking of detail, you do need to have justification for everything you record. this isn’t the opinion show. your audience should challenge you and you should have data to back up everything you’re saying.since we’re using so many different frameworks, taxonomy/definitions are important and i strongly suggest you adopt VERIS terminology for everything. The annual DBIR does that for you for the critical control mappings.
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Impact. 
Incidents. 

34 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
finally we come to impact and incidents
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Impact & Incidents 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m afraid there’s no easy way to say this. you need to talk to the business to understand impact. They know what’s important. They know what the losses will be if systems are destroyed or processes are degraded. If they and you are unsure which assets are critical components of their business processes, run an impact scenario or IR drill and record the output. You’ll find the weak spots in your breach plans and also ensure all parties have a better understanding of what truly is important.We’ve mentioned incidents before, but if you’re not recording them in a way that can be analyzed and compared with things like the DBIR, they are all but useless. Track every incident, breach and near-miss and review the findings against the DBIR. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
these are next and they are together since they are inseparable. Your assets exist on _something_ and they do not exist in isolation.
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http://www.calibersecurity.com/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an image from the tool a colleague - Jared Pfost - created (he actually built the tool). 

http://www.calibersecurity.com/
http://www.calibersecurity.com/
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NAC! 

What Should We Do To Reduce Risk? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the historic connectivity between nations may not be at stake, you have probably witnessed or experienced similar “debates” .
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NAC! 

What Should We Do To Reduce Risk? 



#RSAC Outside In: 
Building A Data-Driven Security Risk 
Management Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, our jobs often come down to having an answer to one question. OK, it’s really two questions, but they’re really the same thing asked from a different perspective.
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“Are We Secure?!” 
 Board of Directors 
 Senior Leadership 
 General Council 
 Internal Stakeholders 

41 

“Are You Secure?!” 

 Customers 
 Patients 
 Partners 
 Investments / M&A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BoD’s have finally realized that security is “a thing”. Each member is worried about their own org and they also have to worry about the orgs they advise & oversee. As a result, company senior leadership is beginning to understand they can’t just sign checks payable to the antivirus company and call that a cybersecurity program. Company general councils are absolutely more concerned over cyberliability than they have ever been and you may even see some internal stakeholders stop assuming things are secure and begin asking hard questions.Similarly, you have external pressure coming from customers, patients (if you’re in health care), independent & governmental regulatory bodies  and - as you just heard from Stephen, current and potential business partners. Unfortunately…
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Outside In: In Search of Controls Effectiveness 

 System compromise  User Behaviors  Configurations  
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Global View: Public IPv4 Space  

 Measureing all 4.3 billion 
public addressesof Directors 

 Colored dots represent 
behavioral observations 

 Clear organizational 
differences 

 Behavior changes over time 
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Global View: Entity Level Focus (5.0.0.0/8) 
 Over 860 entities representing 

multiple industries 
 Electronic Arts 
 Apple 
 Fedex 
 News Corp 
 Walmart 
 Pepsi 
 Aon 
 Amgen 
 Priceline 

 

Notes: Outcomes differ by entity 
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Industry Observable System Compromises 
 Grades consider 

the following: 
 Frequency 
 Duration 
 Severity 

 

 Better performing 
organizations of 
fewer infections for 
shorter durations 
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A Look At TLS/SSL By Industry 
 Grades consider the following: 

 Cypher Support 
 Protocol Support 
 Cert. status 
 Vulnerability 

 Better performing 
organizations of 
fewer bad grades 
meaning better 
configuration 
management 
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Industry TLS / SSL Implementations 
 Grades consider 

the following: 
 Cypher Support 
 Protocol Support 
 Cert. status 
 Vulnerability 

 

 Better performing 
organizations of 
fewer bad grades 
meaning better 
configuration 
management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certificate InspectionServer certificate is often the weakest point of an SSL server configuration. A certificatethat is not trusted (i.e., is not ultimately signed by a well-known certificate authority)fails to prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and renders SSL effectively useless.A certificate that is incorrect in some other way (e.g., a certificate that has expired) erodestrust and, in the long term, jeopardizes the security of the Internet as a whole.For these reasons, any of the following certificate issues immediately result in a zero score:•Domain name mismatch•Certificate not yet valid•Certificate expired•Use of a self-signed certificate•Use of a certificate that is not trusted (unknown CA or some other validation er-ror)•Use of a revoked certificate•Insecure certificate signature (MD2 or MD5)•Insecure key6generation and exchange of the secret keys that will be used during the remainder of thesession. The weaknesses in the key exchange phase affect the session in two ways:•Key exchange without authentication allows an active attacker to perform aMITM attack, gaining access to the complete communication channel.•Most servers also rely on public cryptography for the key exchange. Thus. thestronger the server’s private key, the more difficult it is to break the key exchangephase. A weak key, or an exchange procedure that uses only a part of the key (theso-called exportable key exchanges), can result in a weak key exchange phase thatmakes the per-session secret keys easier to compromise. Some servers use key ex-change mechanisms that do not depend on the private key (the key is still used forauthentication). Two popular algorithms are the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keyexchange (DHE) and its Elliptic Crypto variation ECDHE. If a separate key ex-change mechanism is used, the overall strength will depend on its strength and thestrength of the private k7ciphers of varying strengths, we arrived at a scoring system that penalizes the use of weakciphers. To calculate the score for this category, we follow this algorithm:1.Start with the score of the strongest cipher.2.Add the score of the weakest cipher.3.Divide the total by 
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Industry TLS / SSL Implementations 
 Grades consider 

the following: 
 Cypher Support 
 Protocol Support 
 Cert. status 
 Vulnerability 

 

 Better performing 
organizations of 
fewer bad grades 
meaning better 
configuration 
management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certificate InspectionServer certificate is often the weakest point of an SSL server configuration. A certificatethat is not trusted (i.e., is not ultimately signed by a well-known certificate authority)fails to prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and renders SSL effectively useless.A certificate that is incorrect in some other way (e.g., a certificate that has expired) erodestrust and, in the long term, jeopardizes the security of the Internet as a whole.For these reasons, any of the following certificate issues immediately result in a zero score:•Domain name mismatch•Certificate not yet valid•Certificate expired•Use of a self-signed certificate•Use of a certificate that is not trusted (unknown CA or some other validation er-ror)•Use of a revoked certificate•Insecure certificate signature (MD2 or MD5)•Insecure key6generation and exchange of the secret keys that will be used during the remainder of thesession. The weaknesses in the key exchange phase affect the session in two ways:•Key exchange without authentication allows an active attacker to perform aMITM attack, gaining access to the complete communication channel.•Most servers also rely on public cryptography for the key exchange. Thus. thestronger the server’s private key, the more difficult it is to break the key exchangephase. A weak key, or an exchange procedure that uses only a part of the key (theso-called exportable key exchanges), can result in a weak key exchange phase thatmakes the per-session secret keys easier to compromise. Some servers use key ex-change mechanisms that do not depend on the private key (the key is still used forauthentication). Two popular algorithms are the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keyexchange (DHE) and its Elliptic Crypto variation ECDHE. If a separate key ex-change mechanism is used, the overall strength will depend on its strength and thestrength of the private k7ciphers of varying strengths, we arrived at a scoring system that penalizes the use of weakciphers. To calculate the score for this category, we follow this algorithm:1.Start with the score of the strongest cipher.2.Add the score of the weakest cipher.3.Divide the total by 
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Industry TLS / SSL Implementations 
 Grades consider 

the following: 
 Cypher Support 
 Protocol Support 
 Cert. status 
 Vulnerability 

 

 Better performing 
organizations of 
fewer bad grades 
meaning better 
configuration 
management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certificate InspectionServer certificate is often the weakest point of an SSL server configuration. A certificatethat is not trusted (i.e., is not ultimately signed by a well-known certificate authority)fails to prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and renders SSL effectively useless.A certificate that is incorrect in some other way (e.g., a certificate that has expired) erodestrust and, in the long term, jeopardizes the security of the Internet as a whole.For these reasons, any of the following certificate issues immediately result in a zero score:•Domain name mismatch•Certificate not yet valid•Certificate expired•Use of a self-signed certificate•Use of a certificate that is not trusted (unknown CA or some other validation er-ror)•Use of a revoked certificate•Insecure certificate signature (MD2 or MD5)•Insecure key6generation and exchange of the secret keys that will be used during the remainder of thesession. The weaknesses in the key exchange phase affect the session in two ways:•Key exchange without authentication allows an active attacker to perform aMITM attack, gaining access to the complete communication channel.•Most servers also rely on public cryptography for the key exchange. Thus. thestronger the server’s private key, the more difficult it is to break the key exchangephase. A weak key, or an exchange procedure that uses only a part of the key (theso-called exportable key exchanges), can result in a weak key exchange phase thatmakes the per-session secret keys easier to compromise. Some servers use key ex-change mechanisms that do not depend on the private key (the key is still used forauthentication). Two popular algorithms are the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keyexchange (DHE) and its Elliptic Crypto variation ECDHE. If a separate key ex-change mechanism is used, the overall strength will depend on its strength and thestrength of the private k7ciphers of varying strengths, we arrived at a scoring system that penalizes the use of weakciphers. To calculate the score for this category, we follow this algorithm:1.Start with the score of the strongest cipher.2.Add the score of the weakest cipher.3.Divide the total by 
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Industry Ratings Comparison 
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Practical Application: Outside In Case Study 
 Profile:  

 Global Vitamin and Nutritional Supplement Manufacturing 
 $3B+ annual revenue 

 Challenges: 
 Lacked comparative data against industry peers 
 Need tools to communicate performance to management 
 Limited visibility into the supply chain partners 

 Results 
 Weekly reports to executive management 
 Prioritization of internal initiatives 
 Requiring additional penetration testing and cyber 

insurance coverage of vendors 
 A “metric of pride” for the security group 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
70% metric of secondary breach
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Sounds great but.. 
 

What is going to do this? 
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Attracting Talent  

ACQUIRE TRAIN RETAIN 
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 Evolution of security towards Data Driven Risk Management 
 Risk management begins the Measurement 
 Measurement approaches to building a Data Driven Security 

Risk Management Program 
 Inside Out 
 Outside in 

 Execution requires commitment and Talent 
 Consider grooming from alternative disciplines 

54 

Summary and Application 
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QUESTIONS? 
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